Alice Robinson’s writing is gritty, poetic and
moving. Both the fine detail – the startling
and economical turns of phrase and imagery
– and the big picture sweep of the narrative
reveal a rare talent for compelling storytelling
that explores the pressing issues of our time.

- Fiona Capp
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Key Sales Points
• Alice Robinson’s keenly awaited debut is a uniquely Australian story and a brilliant portrayal of the landscapes and

characters that make up our country.
• Set against the backdrop of climate change, this story is very topical.
• Anchor Point was selected from the slush pile, such was the strength of the writing and the immediacy of the story’s hook.
• Unveiling an exciting new Australian talent.

Description
As her parents clash over unwashed dishes and unlit fires, ten-year-old Laura works hard to keep the household running. When
her mother disappears into the bush, Laura finds a farewell note and makes an impulsive decision that alters the course of her
family’s life. Despite her anger and grief, Laura helps her father clear their wild acreage to carve out a farm. But gradually they
realise that while they may own the land, they cannot tame it – nor can they escape their past.
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Anchor Point charts Laura’s life over the course of four decades as she tries to hold her family together and find her place in the
world. Eventually, she has to confront the choices she has made and decide where she truly belongs. This is an eloquent, arresting
and quintessentially Australian novel that no reader will easily forget.
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Alice Robinson is a lecturer in creative writing at Melbourne’s NMIT. She has a PhD in creative writing from Victoria University
and her work has been published widely. Anchor Point is Alice’s first novel.
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Aviva Tuffield, Publisher at Affirm Press:
‘From the first page, I was struck by the confidence and
flair of Alice Robinson’s prose. This compelling story
of one family resonates widely, touching as it does on
our relationship to the land in a time of climate change.
Anchor Point is an impressive debut that signals the
arrival of a talented young writer.’

Aviva Tuffield has worked in publishing for more than
fifteen years, mainly as an editor. She was previously
Associate Publisher at Scribe Publications, where she was
responsible for building an award-winning Australian
fiction list. She is a founding member and Executive
Director of the Stella Prize.

The Idea of Perfection
Kate Grenville
Like Kate Grenville’s Orange Prize-winning
novel, Anchor Point is a story in which the
landscape of rural Australia looms large, a
character in its own right.

The Well
Elizabeth Jolley
Alice Robinson’s accomplished style echoes
that of several classic Australian authors,
including Elizabeth Jolley. Both Anchor
Point and The Well are haunting and
delicately crafted tales of memory and
loneliness.

For further information on this or any Affirm Press title, contact Keiran Rogers, Sales & Marketing Manager,
on 03 8695 9639 or email keiran.rogers@affirmpress.com.au

